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Abstract
This paper discusses collaboration awareness from
a cognitive perspective. Several models of the cognitive
process are reviewed to distill awareness drivers that,
when regarded in the collaboration context, set up a
comprehensive view of collaboration awareness. Our
major research goal is developing collaboration
awareness support taking into consideration the need
to provide awareness about the group but also the need
to preserve cognitive load. The selected case study
involved brainstorming. We developed a brainstorming
tool having a collaboration awareness component that
automatically balances the parallel production of ideas
and the cognitive stimulation of users by reading the
others’ ideas. This balance is based on a set of
heuristics regarding task switching and cognitive load.
The experimental results indicate the component
increased the production of ideas by 9.6%, while
giving users 54.7% more time to type ideas without
being interrupted. These results suggest the
collaboration awareness component could effectively
balance individual and group work. These results
contribute to improve awareness support in
collaboration technology.

1. Introduction
We regard collaboration awareness as a continuous
cognitive process that helps managing the contents of a
shared task and the social relations necessary to
achieve the task goals through collaboration [1].
Supporting collaboration awareness is one of the most
distinguishing challenges associated with collaboration
technology development [2-4]. The main reason is
quite straightforward to discern: it aims to compensate
the relative inefficiencies of remote communication
channels. When compared with the face-to-face
scenarios, remote collaboration tends to lack richness
and generate equivocality and ambiguity [5]. Since
collaboration awareness support offers cues about who
is present in a group, the actions performed by the
group members, and where they are located, moving,
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looking, doing, etc., it may indeed compensate the
missing features [3].
It is also unsurprising that we find several toolkit
components fostering the integration of collaboration
awareness support in software platforms. Some notable
examples may be found in MAUI [6], GroupKit [7]
and Rendezvous [8]. These toolkit components are
important to prop up a rapid deployment of
collaboration technology in organizations.
But we have to carefully regard these collaboration
awareness components to understand if they may
effectively accomplish their goals. For instance,
awareness may depend on group size, the type of tasks
being accomplished and the demands of the situation.
We may also consider that under certain circumstances
these components may contribute to cognitive
problems such as information overload, stress and
human error [9]. We thus envision the development of
collaboration awareness components capable to handle
the challenges posed by cognitive constraints and the
working context, responding with flexibility to the
environmental conditions.
More precisely, our main research goal is
supporting collaboration awareness taking not only
into account the cues about what the group is doing but
also the cognitive issues that may arise from dealing
with large amounts of information and fluid contexts.
From a more practical viewpoint, the challenge we
report in this paper concerns how to balance individual
and collaborative work, considering that the extremes
may be detrimental to productivity: the former because
it may lead to digression and conflict, the later because
it may cause poverty of attention [10].
In this paper we review some cognitive models
with the purpose to develop a comprehensive outlook
of the cognitive issues behind awareness. This is
accomplished in Section 2. We proceed in Section 3
with a discussion of the implications to awareness
brought by the collaboration context. In Section 4 we
propose a set of components supporting collaboration
awareness. In particular, we propose a component
capable to control the delivery of awareness
information. Section 5 presents an implementation of
awareness control in brainstorming. We also present
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evaluation data obtained from laboratory experiments.
Section 6 discusses some limitations of this work.
Section 7 briefly refers some related work. We close
the paper with a summary of the obtained results and
some concluding remarks.

2. Overview
The Feedback Model is a primary concept in
systems thinking [11] and a natural candidate to start
our overview of cognitive models. The Feedback
Model regards humans operating a system with the
intent to reach a reference output, which is achieved by
approximation, comparing the obtained outputs with
the reference. This offers a very simplified view of
human behavior, but nevertheless serves to explain
some typical behavioral patterns such as undershooting
and damping. Based on this model, we may conceive
awareness as the ability to perceive and act upon
feedback information.
The Human Information Processor Model [12] also
applies a systems view to human behavior, regarding
humans as machines where stimuli ignite perceptual
activities, followed by cognitive and motor activities,
which in turn originate new stimuli. Again, awareness
is based on continuous information feedback.
This model has been highly influential, the reason
why many other models tend to reflect its cyclic view,
with most differences centered on the cognitive task.
For instance, the Reference Model of Cognition [13,
14] extends the cognitive component with
interpretation and planning components. The Step
Ladder Model [15] also extends the cognitive
component with identification, interpretation, task
definition and planning components.
The Contextual Control Model [16] adds
disturbances to the cycle, which are fundamental to
understand human cognition facing the unexpected.
Raising the preoccupation with understanding
cognitive failures, we find the Model of Fallible
Machine [17]. This model highlights the impact of
heuristics such as similarity matching and frequency
gambling in erroneous behavior. This model regards
awareness as a combination of perception and
information retrieval [14].
Two cognitive views that depart away from the
perceptual-cognitive-motor
mechanics
are
the
Sensemaking Model and the Model of Knowledge
Creation. The Sensemaking Model [18] seeks to
understand how humans and organizations deal with
information according to their mindsets.
Ecological changes are similar to the stimuli, events
and disturbances defined by other models. Humans
enact the perception of ecological changes using their

commitment and interpretation mindsets. Some cues
are selected and made intelligible according to known
patterns of behavior and may lead to decisions and
actions. Others are simply discarded. Inline with the
Model of Fallible Machine, feedback is insufficient to
understand how humans and organizations respond to
events. This understanding requires inquiring about
experience and knowledge.
Awareness is therefore an ambiguous construction
based on the present and the past, which clearly departs
away from the information-processing cycle. Another
important conceptual change to consider is that
selection and retention occur at the organizational
level, which emphasizes awareness as a collective
function.

Figure 1. Models of the cognitive process
The Model of Knowledge Creation [19] seeks to
understand how humans utilize their tacit and explicit
knowledge. Knowledge is transformed from tacit (in
the mind) to explicit (in the world) through a cycle of

data socialization, externalization, combination and
internalization. One interesting aspect of this model is
that it highlights the differences between individual
(internalization and externalization) and group
(socialization and combination) functions.
The Recognition Primed Decision Making (RPDM)
[20] introduces a naturalistic perspective over the
cognitive process [21]. It distinguishes itself by trying
to understand how time pressure, uncertainty, illdefined goals, personal stakes and other factors affect
cognition. RPDM is important to explain human
behavior in critical contexts demanding emergency
response. Instead of trying to rationalize the cognitive
process, in the line of normative approaches [22, 23],
RPDM emphasizes three fundamental cognitive
functions: experiencing the situation, recognizing and
classifying events, and reacting to events. This model
brings forward the notion of situation awareness as the
capacity to apprehend expectancies, cues, goals and
actions in a context of unfolding events. One
significant difference to other models is that awareness
becomes intrinsically associated with action, not only
perception and cognition.
In Figure 1 we present a visual representation of the
various models that were reviewed. It should be noted
that this list is necessarily incomplete, since many
variations of these models exist (especially of the
Human Information Processor Model); and, of course,
these representations do not convey the whole richness
of the referenced models.
Nevertheless, this overview highlights that
awareness requires a constant interplay between four
main drivers found in the reviewed cognitive models
(Figure 2): (1) attending the ongoing events through
perception, interpretation, internalization, etc; (2)
utilizing knowledge, experience and commitment; (3)
applying heuristics and mindsets to facilitate
information processing; and (4) maintaining the
information flows through retention, socialization,
externalization, etc.

3. Complexity Brought by Collaboration
We will now consider the additional complexity
brought by collaboration awareness. We start by
observing that people working in a group must attend
to an increasing number of events than working
individually. Everything being equal, the new events
come from the other group members. They are
necessary to externalize knowledge, socialize,
coordinate activities and share individual progresses
toward the common goals. The cognitive effort
necessary to process these events may grow
exponentially with the size of the group and may
quickly outweigh the benefits of collaboration, a
situation that has been captured in Brooks’ Law:
adding manpower to a late project makes it later [24].
Besides the increasing quantity of events,
collaboration also involves attending multiple
information sources. This multiplicity of sources is
known to contribute more than the rate of events to
degrade human performance, as people tend to sample
fewer sources when under stress [25].
Group members must also explicitly manage the
trade-offs between doing individual work and
attending to the group, considering in particular the
cognitive effort associated with externalization and
socialization. This work fragmentation has been
estimated to occur in 57% of the tasks of information
workers and may become detrimental due to the stress
in maintaining awareness and extra cognitive costs
when resuming work [26].
Furthermore, we also observe that people working
in a group often recognize the others’ information
needs. This induces proactive actions to disseminate
information. The capacity to consider the others’
information needs has been recognized a main
component of awareness [27].

Figure 3. Collaboration awareness drivers

Figure 2. Awareness drivers

In all these circumstances, cognition is more likely
exposed to situations where relevant events are
discarded or quickly forgotten, increasing stress levels,
confusions and errors, among other problems [28]. In
fact, there is a growing body of evidence showing that
memory failures regarding tasks yet to be performed
are becoming a significant problem for information

workers, leading people to devise countermeasures
such as emailing reminders to themselves [29]. To
complicate these matters even further, we should also
consider the constraints brought by collaboration
technology [3]. Thus the set of influences presented in
Figure 2 should be complemented with the additional
influences derived from collaboration that are
summarized in Figure 3.

Feedthrough is also critically related with work
fragmentation, considering it is the basis to articulate
individual and group strategies. And finally,
feedthrough is also responsible for conveying many
cues necessary to overcome the limitations of remote
collaboration, especially considering who belongs to
the group and what they are doing.

4. Supporting Collaboration Awareness
Our main research problem is how to effectively
support collaboration awareness while considering the
previously described influences. Our approach is
founded on the perspective that awareness is a
continuous cycle of cognitive activities encompassing
perception, knowledge, heuristics, retention and the
other drivers summarized in Figure 2.
This cycle of cognitive activities is fundamentally
supported by actions, events and feedback. For
instance, the decision to shutdown a system is followed
by an action (e.g., push the button), followed by
feedback information (gauge goes to zero) supporting
the cognitive activity that confirms the action was
accomplished. But this cycle may also be supported by
feedforward [30]: the computer interface may generate
an event (e.g., an alarm), perceived by the user, who
may decide to act upon it (shutting down the system).

Figure 4. Feedback and feedforward
Feedback and feedforward are illustrated in Figure
4. Of course this view may be applied to collaboration
[31]. We just have to consider multiple
feedback/feedforward cycles established between each
user and a shared computer interface. The shared
computer interface allows spanning the actions and
events across multiple users.
But this view does not incorporate the collaboration
awareness drivers summarized in Figure 3. In order to
fully consider collaboration, we must bring forward the
concept of feedthrough (Figure 5) [32]: feedthrough is
like feedback, but multiplexed to other users.
Feedthrough supports multiple information sources,
bringing information about the other’s actions to
individual users. Feedthrough also contributes to
perceive the information needs of others, based on the
recognition of what the others are doing.

Figure 5. Feedthrough
We should now analyze in more detail the shared
computer interface. We start by introducing two
important awareness components: the awareness input
filter and multiplexer, and the awareness output filter.
The awareness input filter and multiplexer is
specialized in processing the users’ actions that
contribute to generate feedthrough. The level of
processing may range from a simplistic approach
consisting of multiplexing feedback to the other users,
towards more sophisticated functionality, such as
controlling the granularity and timing of feedback
information that is multiplexed to the other users [2].
The awareness output filter is responsible for
delivering feedthrough to the users. Again, the delivery
may consider various levels of sophistication. The
more simplistic ones may simply reproduce feedback
information, while the most complex ones may
consider how to summarize the events, avoiding
cognitive overload and attention problems.
Since we are considering various levels of control
over awareness production and delivery, it is quite
reasonable to define a mechanism to actively manage
collaboration awareness. For that purpose, we define
the awareness-coupling device.
Conceptually, the awareness-coupling device
controls the behavior of the awareness input and output
filters. Two types of control are considered: controlling
awareness at the origin, for instance specifying what,
how and when the individual actions should be
reported to the others; and controlling awareness at the
destination, e.g. discarding some less-important events.
We may also consider two control levels: autonomous,
when the awareness-coupling device controls
awareness solely based on actions and events; and
mixed, when the users are allowed to explicitly control
or configure the device.

Actually, we find many instances of awarenesscoupling devices in current collaboration technology:
• Viewports control awareness at the outputs by
restricting the physical areas of interest [2]. They
are mixed devices, since the users may operate
them.
• Radar views also control awareness at the outputs
by reducing the information granularity [2]. They
are autonomous, as they do not require user
intervention.
• Telepointers control awareness at the inputs by
allowing one user to control the remote display of
a pointing device [3]. They are mixed devices.
• Private/shared spaces control awareness at the
inputs by defining what data may be distributed to
others and what data remains private. They are
autonomous.
• Group activity filters control awareness at the
outputs. They are mixed devices, as the users can
configure them.

Figure 6. Coupling device
Figure 6 summarizes our view of collaboration
awareness support. In the next section we will describe
the implementation of a collaborative tool based on
this view.

5. Brainstorming Tool
The main problem discussed in this paper is that
collaboration technology must balance the need to
maintain collaboration awareness with the need to
preserve individual activities. Too much awareness
information may result in difficulties managing task
switching, memory losses, stress, cognitive overload,
errors, etc. Too little collaboration awareness promotes
digression, repetition, conflict, and lack of stimulus,
socialization and ideas.
Brainstorming is a collaborative task where the
individual production of ideas has to be balanced with
attention to the others’ ideas, the reason why this task
was selected for our research. The rules of

brainstorming [33] encourage the participants to
produce as many ideas as possible, because quantity is
wanted; and to rely on cognitive stimulation by
glimpsing the others’ ideas. But clearly some balance
should be attempted when designing collaboration
awareness support so that production and stimulation
do not conflict with each other. The ABTool presented
in this section aimed exactly to study how to balance
these tasks.
Regarding the production task, one of the positive
effects of synchronous brainstorming is supporting
parallel work. The users may develop ideas in parallel,
which reduces production blocking and improves the
group’s productivity expressed by the raw quantity of
ideas generated by the group [34, 35].
Cognitive stimulation is more challenging however:
as the number of ideas increases, for example, because
the group is inspired and the group size is large, the
users may become distracted by awareness information
and ultimately be unable to divide their attention
between producing ideas and glimpsing the others’
ideas. This effect may explain why some experiments
with brainstorming have been equivocal [35].
The ABTool implements a mechanism we
designate opportunity seeker. The opportunity seeker
manages information about the others’ ideas and
delivers those ideas to the users based upon criteria that
try to optimize collaboration awareness.
The opportunity seeker is an awareness-coupling
device. The feedthrough information consists of ideas
input by each user.
The ideas input in the ABTool are multiplexed to
the several users but are not immediately delivered to
them. Instead, they are stored in buffers and only
delivered at a time and in a quantity that is controlled
by the opportunity seeker according to a set of criteria:
• Delivering too many ideas may become
distracting, reducing the capacity to effectively
attend to the group.
• Delivering too few ideas may give the wrong
impression about what the group is doing.
• The user activities are divided between acting
upon the computer interface to write ideas and
attending to the group, reading the others’ ideas.
• The best opportunities for raising attention occur
at the boundaries between tasks [36].
The main research hypothesis was: the control of
awareness information supported by the opportunity
seeker will improve productivity, measured as the
overall number of ideas generated by the group.
The major practical challenge regarding the
ABTool design was adapting the collaboration
awareness framework to the concrete aspects of
synchronous brainstorming. As previously said, the
opportunity seeker leverages the alternation between

two tasks: production and stimulation. To alternate
between these tasks, the opportunity seeker must
determine their boundaries.
We adopted an empirical approach to determine
these boundaries. We asked two groups of five
volunteers to participate in synchronous brainstorming
sessions using the ABTool with the opportunity seeker
inactive (supplying immediate feedthrough). Beyond
the interaction with ABTool, no other communication
was allowed.
We then recorded three types of events: (a) key
presses while typing ideas; (b) the moments when the
users submitted ideas to the group; and (c) the instants
when feedthrough was delivered to the user’s computer
displays.
From the collected data we learned that: (1) users
usually do not stop typing when they receive
feedthrough; (2) users typically pause after putting
forward an idea; and (3) there are numerous periods of
time with no typing activity. Based upon these
observations, we decided that the task boundaries
would be settled when a user submits an idea. The
opportunity to deliver awareness information would
therefore occur immediately after a user submits an
idea.
In addition, considering the periods of typing
inactivity, we decided to incorporate a timeout in the
opportunity seeker, delivering buffered awareness
information if no task boundary was detected after 10
seconds of inactivity. In Figure 7 we illustrate the
ABTool functionality when the opportunity seeker is
active.

The ABTool was then evaluated with laboratory
experiments. The experiments involved 11 groups of 5
people, for a total of 55 participants. Most of the
participants were undergraduate students. A selfassessment of typing experience with computers
revealed that 86% of the participants were skilled, thus
avoiding influences in typing speed. The experiments
were done in a laboratory room using identical
hardware and software. Speaking was strictly
forbidden to simulate a distributed work environment
and to mitigate extraneous influences. Each computer
ran mouse and keyboard logging software. The
participants completed practice and test tasks
consisting of short brainstorming sessions. A more
detailed report of these experiments is presented
elsewhere [37].
The practice task allowed the participants to get
familiar with brainstorming in general and ABTool in
particular. A question was given and then participants
were asked to generate as many ideas as possible by
typing on the keyboard and reading other users’ ideas
on the computer display.
A repeated measures design was adopted for the
experiments. Each group was exposed to two treatment
conditions (opportunity seeker active and inactive).
Four different brainstorming questions were randomly
assigned to the groups. The obtained results show that
the groups produced an average of 9.6% more ideas
per session when the opportunity seeker was active1.
We also conducted a post-hoc analysis of the
collected mouse/keystroke events to understand the
performance differences. We measured the time taken
to write an idea, the time between delivering ideas and
restarting typing new ideas, the number of characters
per idea and the time between consecutive idea
deliveries. The obtained results show the opportunity
seeker reduced awareness events by an average of
44.1%. This difference is because the opportunity
seeker outputs 1.9 ideas on average (standard deviation
is 1.2) to the users, instead of outputting one idea at a
time.
As a consequence, the users had on average 54.7%
more time to think about and type an idea without
being interrupted by awareness events. These results
suggest the opportunity seeker could actually balance
individual and group work, serving as an effective
awareness-coupling device.

1

Figure 7. ABTool

The Wilcoxon signed-ranks test revealed a 3.7%
probability of chance explaining the differences. The
Wilcoxon signed-ranks test also revealed there was no bias
introduced by more popular questions or a learning effect
caused by the repeated measures design.

6. Discussion
We note that our experiments have some key
compromises and limitations. Within the most
important ones we might include:
• Brainstorming is one particular task type within a
large set of collaborative tasks ranging from
ideation to discussion, decision-making, problem
solving, negotiating etc. It may thus be impossible
to extrapolate the measured productivity gains to
other tasks types.
• The productivity measure that was adopted may
not be the best one. Alternatives to measuring the
raw number of ideas would be, for instance,
measuring unique ideas and measuring good ideas.
In particular, the last one requires adopting a
qualitative approach instead of the quantitative
approach we adopted to analyze the results.
• Brainstorming has a flimsy relationship with
collaboration awareness, because the dependence
on awareness information only occurs when a user
has drawn out of ideas. We also note the
brainstorming participants are not dependent on
each other. The others stimulate them, which is
different.
• The opportunity seeker is based upon several
empirical decisions that may affect the obtained
results. Overall, more experiments seem
necessary.
• The major contributions of collaboration
technology are obtained at strategic levels
considering, for instance, decision-making,
learning and conflict management. On the one
hand, the cognitive view seems to address
marginal concerns. On the other hand, a 9.6%
performance improvement also seems negligible.
Although we do not conceal the importance of
these arguments, we nevertheless would like to point
out that our main goals with this experiment were not
centered on improving brainstorming but instead study
awareness support. Of course the opportunity seeker
was tailored to brainstorming and we cannot
extrapolate its particular functionality to other
collaborative contexts.
The main point is the ABTool design improved
because we considered the cognitive aspects of
collaboration awareness. The adopted awareness
framework points towards adjusting awareness events
using an awareness-coupling device, and the device
proved effective in our case study. Although we may
not extrapolate the specific functionality of the
opportunity seeker, we extrapolate its importance to
other collaborative contexts, especially the ones where
interaction with the shared computer is paramount
(e.g., immersive environments, geocollaboration).

We understand the productivity measure that was
adopted may be challenging. For instance, we realize
that in our particular case moving the work balance
towards the individual task by not distracting the user
while writing an idea may lead to repeated ideas. Also,
producing more ideas may not necessarily conduct to
more distinct ideas or even more innovative ideas. But
this is a specific problem of brainstorming. On the
contrary, finding the optimal balance between
attending to the group and working individually is a
more generic problem, and our experiments show that
it can be tackled in the design stage.
We conjecture that awareness-coupling devices
might contribute to fine-tune collaborative technology
to the specific working contexts. The case study
demonstrates this tuning.
We also understand that other task types might
involve a stronger dependence on collaboration
awareness. Brainstorming is a divergent task and
convergent tasks typically demand more awareness
information. Contexts like emergency management
also entail more dependence on collaboration
awareness. But in general collaboration is a mix of
convergent and divergent work.
We showed that divergent work might benefit from
awareness management. We consider that further
experiments should be accomplished to assess the
impact of awareness management in convergent
situations.
Regarding the several empirical decisions that were
taken when designing the awareness-coupling device,
we see them as necessary. The opportunity seeker does
not deliver more than 10 ideas at once and the timeout
period for delivering feedthrough is 10 seconds. We
could have considered experimenting other values, but
that would have increased the complexity of the
experimental design beyond what would be feasible.
Collaborative experiments are very challenging and
some tradeoffs are almost mandatory.
And finally we should discuss the impact of the
proposed approach. The cognitive perspective is
necessarily focused on small-scale design problems
such as mental memory usage, user-interface
optimization and avoidance of slips, lapses and errors.
Most of these problems emerge in critical fields such
as air traffic control, piloting, supervisory control of
industrial processes, etc. The development of
collaborative technology seems to be more focused on
large-scale
concerns,
typically
related
with
organizational goals. This includes application areas
such as business process management, calendaring,
organizational memory, conflict management, and
support to decision and negotiation processes.
Nevertheless, as collaboration technology becomes
more pervasive in organizations, we foresee the

increasing dependence on collaborative technology to
support critical functions. For instance, the resilience
engineering trend [38] posits increasing collaboration
to augment flexibility and resistance when facing
unexpected events and emergency situations. Under
these demanding conditions, collaborative technology
design will have to face cognitive issues [39, 40]. We
thus expect a significant increase of the importance
given to the design issues discussed in this paper as
collaboration technology becomes more prevailing in
organizations.

7. Related Work
This work has many affinities with research on
Attentive User Interfaces (AUI) [41, 42]. A prime
motivation for AUI is dealing with attention problems
and interruptions when interacting with computers.
AUI rely upon specialized input/output devices to
manage human attention. Examples include using eyetrackers to detect eye-gaze and body orientation [43],
and physiological sensors to detect mental workload
[44].
Although most research on AUI is directed towards
single-user interfaces, some experiments have already
been done with multiuser interfaces. Two notable cases
are GAZE [45] and GAZE-2 [46], which use eyetrackers placed in front of the users to support a video
conferencing system that gives the impression the
group members are looking at the current speaker. This
is accomplished by using the eye-tracking information
to adjust auditory and visual feedthrough. The
eyeView [47] meeting system also manipulates the
audio and video channels to emphasize who is the
current speaker. Beyond these cases with video
conferencing tools, we are not aware of other
experiments with collaboration technology.
The specific functionality of the awarenesscoupling device has naturally many relationships with
research on collaboration awareness. Significant cases
include the Virtual School [48], which experimented a
notification system for collaboration awareness.
JAMM [49] provides flexible collaboration awareness
support by filtering feedthrough information, although
it lacks user tailorability. Gutwin and Greenberg [50]
have done extensive research in collaboration
awareness, considering in particular coupling
management. But the focus has been centered on
increasing awareness, not balancing it. Schmidt [51]
provides an historical review of awareness, pointing
out the subtleties of the involved cognitive phenomena,
especially considering attention. Carrol et al. [4] also
provide a thorough review of collaboration awareness

with a particular focus on mental models, emphasizing
the importance of articulating work with awareness.

8. Conclusions
This paper reviewed several models of the
cognitive process. These models highlight awareness
as cyclic information processing helping to perceive
and act upon feedback information. This seems to
involve a variety of cognitive functions such as
perception, enactment, interpretation and selection.
Furthermore, several theories posit that awareness is
also based on experience, knowledge and action.
Collaboration awareness brings this complex view
towards an even more demanding context.
Collaboration is not only based on feedback (and
feedforward). New information flows are necessary to
model multiple information sources, others’
information
needs,
work
fragmentation
and
technological constraints. We thus have to multiplex
feedback towards the group in the form of what has
been designated feedthrough.
Having demonstrated the need to model
feedthrough, we discussed the importance of managing
awareness production and delivery. This discussion
resulted in a conceptualization of the shared computer
interface as the composition of three components: (1)
awareness input filter and multiplexer; (2) awareness
output filter; and (3) awareness-coupling device.
The awareness input filter and multiplexer is
responsible for processing the actions from one user,
filtering those actions according to various criteria such
as level of detail and timing, and multiplexing cues
about those actions to other users. The awareness
output filter is responsible for delivering to one user
the cues about the actions produced by the other users.
This delivery may also be subject to several filtering
criteria, such as level of detail, interest and timing. The
awareness-coupling device allows specifying the levels
of detail necessary to balance collaboration awareness.
It may operate autonomously or support user
interaction and configuration.
We then discussed a particular implementation of
the awareness-coupling device. The specific case
regards the implementation of a brainstorming tool.
We regarded brainstorming as a combination of two
main tasks: individual production of ideas and attention
to the others’ ideas. Brainstorming thus brings forward
the crux of the collaboration awareness design
problem: too little collaboration awareness leads to
digression and lack of stimulus, while too much
collaboration awareness brings cognitive overload.
The awareness-coupling device exactly aims at
balancing collaboration awareness. In the studied case,

it was implemented by what we designate opportunity
seeker, an automatic mechanism that, based on the
users’ keystrokes attempts to deliver the others’ ideas
at the exact moments where they may have more
impact. The experimental results demonstrate the
capability of the opportunity seeker to balance
individual and group work, giving in particular more
time to work individually.
Considering the contributions of this research, we
highlight two major outcomes: the opportunity seeker
and the conceptualization of collaboration awareness.
The former proposes a novel type of awareness
component that departs away from the simple view that
more awareness information is necessary to support
group work. Instead, it points towards a more
considerate perspective where balance is necessary to
avoid cognitive overload.
The later brings forward a conceptual framework
composed from various cognitive models having
complementary perspectives over awareness. The
proposed conceptualization highlights a rich collection
of awareness drivers organized in four main categories:
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attend.
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